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ABSTRACT

Metalinguistic skills are highlighted in the literature as providing bilinguals with an advantage in additional language (L3) learning. The extent to which this may apply to bilingual education and content-and-language-integrated-learning settings, however, is as yet little understood. This article reports on a study exploring and comparing the metalinguistic skills of Dutch secondary school pupils enrolled in a Dutch–English bilingual and a regular programme as captured in think-aloud protocols and retrospective interviews related to an individual picture-description task in German. The findings indicate that clear metalinguistic advantages for the pupils in the bilingual stream could not be established. However, the study found evidence of changes in pupils’ L3 processing related to the functioning of the multilingual mental lexicon, a more functional awareness of language, and the pupils’ attitudes towards language learning. These findings were able to shed light on the nature of metalinguistic skills – highlighting the need for a more precise definition in particular – while simultaneously revealing the limitations of the concept for understanding multilingual language processes in bilingual education settings.

Introduction

L3 learning refers to ‘the acquiring of a non-native language by learners who have previously acquired or are acquiring two other languages’ (Cenoz 2003, 71). Although L2 learning is itself a multifaceted phenomenon, the various routes that L3 learning can take (e.g. L1 → L2 → L3, L1/L2 → L3 or L1 → L2/L3), combined with the diversity of language learning contexts, results in a complex interplay of individual learner differences, and the psychological and psycholinguistic effects associated with particular language interactions and with specific (previous and current) language learning environments (Herdina and Jessner 2002).

Research in L3 learning has shown that bilinguals often achieve better additional language learning results than monolinguals (Brohy 2001; Keshavarz and Astaneh 2004); this is often attributed to bilinguals’ metalinguistic skills (e.g. Bialystok 2001) as an important factor contributing to a qualitative change in the L3 learning process (Jessner 2008a; De Bot and Jaensch 2015). These findings offer exciting opportunities for L3 learning within bilingual education programmes, an increasingly common phenomenon in Europe, where a rise in the number of schools offering bilingual and content-and-language-integrated-learning (CLIL) programmes has occurred in the last 10 years (Coyle, Hood, and Marsh 2010). The higher levels of second language (L2) proficiency and increased
frequency of L2 use that distinguishes pupils attending bilingual education from those in regular education may mean that they have reached the threshold (Cummins 1979) needed for a metalinguistic advantage in L3 learning.

Furthermore, bilingual education is not only characterised by increased levels of L2 proficiency and use, but also by specific pedagogical choices. In particular, CLIL adopts ‘an approach which combines learning language with using language to learn’ (Coyle 2007, 552), thereby combining immersion-based, implicit language teaching with an explicit focus on language achieved through negotiation of meaning (e.g. Foster and Ohta 2005) and various forms of feedback (De Graaff et al. 2007). The assumption that this learning context can lead to the development of different language skills than those traditionally found in foreign language (FL) classrooms, provides the basis for comparing the skills of CLIL learners against existing notions of metalinguistic skills in the literature, as well as for exploring the impact of CLIL on additional FL learning. In a bid to examine these issues, the present study compared the language processes of Dutch secondary school pupils enrolled in a Dutch–English bilingual and a regular programme when using German as an L3 after Dutch and English.

**Perspectives on metalinguistic skills for L3 learning**

Identifying metalinguistic advantages for specific groups of L3 learners is complicated by the lack of agreed-upon definitions of metalinguistic phenomena in the literature. Metalinguistic awareness has been defined as ‘the capacity to reflect upon and manipulate linguistic features, rules or data’ (Falk, Lindqvist, and Bardel 2015, 229). The term metalinguistic knowledge, in turn, has been used to refer to ‘explicit knowledge of linguistic structure’ (Bialystok and Barac 2013, 193). However, whether explicit knowledge about language is necessary to reflect upon or manipulate language, or how metalinguistic awareness – as enacted in metalinguistic skills – relates to metalinguistic knowledge, is not always clear.

Bialystok’s (2001) Analysis and Control framework states that metalinguistic awareness involves formal analysis (i.e. knowledge about language) and cognitive control or ‘the level of attention and inhibition recruited during cognitive processing’ (14–15). However, Bialystok also indicates that the ‘two cognitive processes are identified and implicated in all aspects of language processes’ (130). The question thus becomes, at what unique combination(s) of analysis and control does language processing become metalinguistic? More precisely, although researchers seem to agree that the starting point of metalinguistic skills lies in awareness, the enactment of a controlled mind ‘in which an individual has undergone a specific subjective experience of some cognitive event or external stimulus’ (Tomlin and Villa 1994, 193), authors disagree about the degree of awareness required for a particular language skill to be labelled as ‘metalinguistic’ (cf. Gombert 1992; Cenoz 2008).

This debate is particularly relevant to the current study. Firstly, the increased L2 proficiency and use may mean that the pupils in the bilingual programme have reached a sufficient level of bilingualism to benefit from enhanced cognitive control (Bialystok and Viswanathan 2009). This may lead to a level of language awareness that leans more towards the ‘controlled attention’ rather than to the ‘analysis’ end of the scale (Bialystok 2001). Secondly, the higher levels of L2 proficiency, L2 use, and automatisation of explicit skills that characterises language learning in bilingual education could result in a capacity to reflect upon and manipulate linguistic features that is potentially more tacit in nature, reflecting ‘the elusive quality of linguistic experience’ (Van Lier 2002, 148) rather than learned metalinguistic knowledge. Here the debate about the definition of metalinguistic skills touches on the debate surrounding what it means to be a ‘good language learner’ (e.g. Naiman et al. 1978), questioning whether ‘the good language learner is … necessarily the same as the experienced language learner’ (Kemp 2007, 242) and how language learning expertise in multilinguals relates to explicit and implicit skills, respectively (Nation and McLaughlin 1986). Thus, understanding the impact of bilingual education on L3 learning may depend on capturing variations associated with different levels of language awareness. Answering the question in the title of this article, however, requires a clearer definition of metalinguistic skills to be sought. The aim of this study was to do both.
Dutch–English bilingual education and German as an L3 in the Netherlands

Dutch–English bilingual education follows a CLIL model at secondary level in which a minimum of 50% of classes are offered in English. Secondary education in the Netherlands is tiered, and bilingual education is most commonly offered at the highest tier known as VWO (University Preparatory Education), which involves a total of six years of schooling (ages 12–18). This was also the tier in which the present study was conducted. The main objective of the bilingual programme is for pupils to reach a level of English equivalent to B2 on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) by the end of year three. After year three, schools can choose whether they continue to provide a bilingual programme in years 4-6, in which case they generally prepare their pupils for the International Baccalaureate certificate for English A Language and Literature.

Dutch–English bilingual education is not only characterised by increased levels of L2 exposure and use, but also by specific pedagogical choices. Firstly, the bilingual programme emphasises language learning through language use, and the ‘continuous insistence on correct communication is avoided’ (Admiraal, Westhoff, and de Bot 2006, 76). Secondly, the programme not only impacts on the teaching of content classes, but also affects L2 pedagogy in the English language classes, particularly in years 4–6. As opposed to mainstream FL classes, which in this study were found to be characterised by direct instruction and overt, textbook-based teaching of language, L2 pedagogy in the bilingual programme sees a gradual fading out of grammar teaching in favour of literary analysis as the basis for the development of academic language skills, thus increasingly integrating content into the language lessons.

On the one hand, L2 learning within Dutch–English bilingual education is thus characterised by stronger communicative and implicit learning processes than usually found in FL programmes, without overt metalinguistic skills development. On the other hand, one of the tenets of CLIL is that the negotiation in and around language, that occurs in talk around content and through various forms of teacher feedback (De Graaff et al. 2007), can result in metalinguistic processes such as ‘pushed output’ (Swain 2000), ‘noticing the gap’ (Swain and Lapkin 1995), ‘focus on form’ (Anton 1999) and ‘self- and other-corrections’ (Ohta 1995). However, despite increased research aimed at understanding the effect of CLIL on L2 development (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2008), there still exists a ‘well-documented paucity of research in this area’ (Pérez-Cañado 2012, 315). It is, thus, unclear to what extent Dutch–English bilingual education enhances pupils’ metalinguistic skills, and more specifically to what extent it influences their use of metalinguistic skills in L3 learning.

The overwhelming preference for English within the bilingual programmes offered in the Netherlands reflects the high status of this language. English is also a compulsory subject throughout secondary education in all programmes. Yet, other foreign languages too have an important place within the Dutch education system: French and German are compulsory from years one and two, respectively, up until year four. From year four onwards (15/16 years old), the learning of one additional foreign language alongside English remains compulsory. Many choose German because it is typologically more similar to Dutch than French and therefore perceived as easier to learn. However, a key difference between German on the one hand, and Dutch and English on the other, is German’s inflectional ending for gender and case which poses a particular metalinguistic challenge for the learning and teaching of German for speakers of these languages. The impact that Dutch–English bilingual education may have on metalinguistic skills in the learning of German is, thus, also little understood because of differences inherent to the languages.

The study

The current study was part of a case study exploring the impact of bilingual education on the learning of German as a third language as compared with a regular Dutch education programme. An additional objective was to develop deeper understanding of the nature of metalinguistic skills in multilingual language learning in the Dutch setting and reflect upon possible implications in
broader settings. The study involved a secondary school in the Netherlands, with a Dutch–English bilingual stream (BS) alongside its monolingual Dutch stream. Data were collected over nine months, of which the first three were dedicated to developing rapport, immersion in the context, and to selecting the pupils that were to take part in the study. Six pupils, three from the BS and three from the regular stream (non-BS), were then followed over six months, observed in their FL classes, interviewed, and monitored during a selection of specifically designed think-aloud German tasks combined with retrospective interviews. While the richness of the data lends itself to longitudinal analysis, the focus of the study was on documenting instances of metalinguistic skills in L3 learning, as well as differences in the FL classroom interactions as framing pupils’ metalinguistic development. The findings presented in this article stem from a comparison of the language processing of the BS and non-BS pupils in one of the think-aloud German tasks.

Selection of participants

Given the time needed for the effects of bilingual education on L3 learning to become apparent, the study took place in year four. This meant that the pupils were 15/16 years of age; had had three years of English and two years of German at secondary level; had chosen German as their second FL alongside English; and that the BS pupils had a B2 or higher on the CEFR for English. Importantly, whereas the BS and non-BS pupils attended different English classes, they attended the same classes for German. The pupils’ language background and exposure to languages, as well as their motivation for languages, were established using a questionnaire and interviews. Additionally, the pupils were selected based on their general and language aptitude, as reflected by their scores on a placement test taken at the end of primary school and their marks for languages in year 1–3. Each group (BS/non-BS) consisted of two female and one male pupil. Informed consent was obtained from the pupils and their parents, and participants were assured of the confidentiality of their data and their right to withdraw from the study.

Materials and procedures

Instruments to measure metalinguistic skills are controversial. Metalinguistic data have traditionally been elicited using grammaticality judgement tasks (Chaudron 1983). However, the validity of these tasks as a measure of learner competence has been questioned (Jessner 2006). Moreover, they can potentially bias learners who developed their language skills through a grammar rather than a communicative approach to teaching (Renou 2001). The MAT (Metalinguistic Abilities Test) developed by Pinto (1995) offers a more comprehensive test, but is not well suited ‘to gain insight into learner’s controlled mental processes during language use’ (Roehr 2006, 181) and therefore inappropriate for understanding metalinguistic skills in L3 use. An alternative method for eliciting metalinguistic data, based on concurrent verbal report, was therefore chosen.

The pupils’ L3 processes and metalinguistic skills were captured using an individual Picture Description Task (iPDT) whereby the pupils were asked to think aloud while writing out the story depicted in a six-picture cartoon that was matched to their German proficiency level. The task was accompanied by a think-aloud protocol based on Ericsson and Simon (1993), Duncker (1926, quoted in Ericsson and Simon 1993, 81) and Cordón and Day (1996), and was audio-recorded. The recordings of the iPDT were used during retrospective interviews which drew on a stimulated recall procedure by Gass and Mackey (2000) and in which the pupils explained their activities. The task and retrospective interviews were administered in empty classrooms within the school and outside of class hours in order not to interfere with valuable learning time.

Working within a socio-cognitive perspective and building on analytical frameworks by Kumpulainen and Mutanen (1999) and Wells (1999), the procedure for examining the pupils’ metalinguistic skills combined a language activity analysis with a functional analysis as applied to the learner’s utterances in the think-aloud protocols. Researchers who have used verbal reports to understand
metalinguistic processes have emphasised the value of exploring metalinguistic expressions or comments (e.g. Jessner 2005). They explain that speech utterances accompanying language processing reflect evaluations, express doubts or certainty about linguistic items, and awareness of transfer or simplification, and can thus provide insight into cognitive stances as reflecting metalinguistic awareness or knowledge.

The codes capturing the language-related activities (LRAs), defined as socio-culturally ordered processes in which focus on language emerges or is achieved, developed inductively from the data through identifying two parameters: the aspect of language focused on (i.e. the target feature (TF)) and what is done in relation to this aspect (i.e. the target process). The broader TF categories of lexicon, grammar, and discourse provided structure to the analysis, within which target process categories such as phonological (i.e. word [form] derivation through the use of sounds), relations between languages (i.e. word derivation through a cross-linguistic analysis), and those processes reflecting a morphological or morpho-syntactical understanding of language (e.g. affixing, compounding, pluralisation or declension, and conjugation), were explored. The codes capturing the socio-cognitive language functions (SCLFs), defined as the functions of the pupils’ utterances as reflecting a cognitive process embedded within a socio-culturally ordered and situated process, were grouped under the categories metacognitive (explaining, informing, evaluating, revising, questioning), cognitive (focusing attention, repeating), ambiguous (suggesting, thinking time), task completion (composing, reading, organising environment, organising task completion), and affect (certainty, uncertainty, other). The metacognitive nature of an SCLF was determined by the level of awareness deemed to be required for the socio-cognitive act. The category ambiguous emerged as it was difficult to determine the nature of the processes occurring during ‘thinking time’ and those preceding a suggestion.

This multilevel procedure was designed to capture different levels of awareness within pupils’ language behaviours, while simultaneously allowing for patterns related to pupils’ focus on specific language aspects to be explored. The retrospective interviews were placed alongside the think-aloud protocols to aid the identification of the pupils’ LRAs and assist in determining the (meta)cognitive nature of these activities. Coding was done using the software NVivo (version 9.0), after which frequency data at both the level of the LRA and the level of SCLF × LRA (i.e. double coding queries) were extracted for each pupil and further calculated in MS Excel. Although patterns in the data stemmed from these quantitative results, differences between the two groups of pupils were established and confirmed through a qualitative analysis of the BS and non-BS extracts coded, and by placing the quantitative results against the contextual data collected in relation to each pupil.

Given the complex nature of data that is both think-aloud and multilingual, the transcription and data presentation procedures were carefully considered. The transcription symbols relevant for reading the extracts in this article are presented in Table 1. The protocols were analysed in the language of the utterances, and only translated to English for reporting purposes. Utterances in German are not translated to distinguish between the language of mediation and the target language of the task. Where relevant to understanding the activity, translations in English or Dutch are provided in italicised brackets ([Eng: word] or [Dutch: word]). Language switches are indicated by language codes where (G) = German, (D) = Dutch, (E) = English and (U) = unknown. The latter category was included in response to what De Angelis (2005) calls ‘the identification problem’ concerning non-native lexical transfer in multilingual processing, and captures words or sounds for which it was uncertain whether they could be labelled as Dutch, German or English.

Table 1. Transcription symbols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>↑</td>
<td>rising intonation at end of utterance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>falling intonation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>words</em></td>
<td>boundaries of a voice, pitch or style change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▼</td>
<td>less volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▲</td>
<td>more volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>pause in seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>()</td>
<td>micro-pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>uncompleted word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▲▲</td>
<td>greatly increased volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▼▼</td>
<td>greatly decreased volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☺(2)☺</td>
<td>laughter in seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

Lexicon

A comparison of the lexicon-related activities of the BS and non-BS pupils revealed a different engagement with German lexical items in the BS group. Firstly, the analysis of the socio-cognitive functions of the pupils’ utterances (i.e. the SCLFs) revealed a substantially higher number of utterances reflecting a metacognitive function within the BS pupils’ processing of German nouns, verbs, and adjectives (i.e. NVA), relating mainly to differences in the two socio-cognitive functions of ‘evaluating’ and ‘revising’ (Figure 1(a)). In contrast, the discourse framing the non-BS pupils’ lexicon-related activities either exhibited more utterances and/or pauses reflecting taking time to think, such as ‘let’s think’; ‘let’s see’; ‘well’, ‘ehm’ (Figure 1(b)), or did not exhibit the same amount of evaluative and revision utterances as the lexicon-related activities of the BS pupils. This suggests that whereas the non-BS pupils took time to reflect on and access their previously learned vocabulary knowledge, the BS pupils’ discourse reflected stronger online monitoring of language, in which they made initial suggestions and revised them if necessary (with or without evaluative statements) in a trial-and-error kind of way.

These differences are clearly exemplified by the following extracts from Sarah (non-BS) and Frances (BS):

Extract 1 Sarah (non-BS)

(D) Ehm (1) they walk (.away, perhaps home (1) ehm (1) ▲let’s see, they (G) sie || ▲(D) Father (G) und Sohn↑ (.)
Vater (1) und (1) Sohn↑ (1) (D) eh go for a wander (.) ▼s eh ▲what was that again↑ Or walk↑ (2) eh wander, let’s think, it looked like (1) ▲let’s see (. ▲(G) sie sie (. D) ▲ehm (. ▲what was it again (. ehm (. let’s think (2) (G) sie || ▲raden (D) is cycling↑ (1) (G) spatz- spazieren (D) it was, I think↑

Extract 2 Frances (BS)

(D) The boy (.‘s very very proud↑ (2) ▼proud (1) the boy finds it (1) a lot of fun↑ finds it very very (2) Well, yes, he’s very very || ▲proud of his fish, but what is ‘proud’?, ▼▼The boy f- || (2) E) Proud pr-∥wha (1) (D) The boy ‘s very very (2) ▼▼(U) trotz-z-t (1) ▲(D) no idea the boy f- || well finds it, at least, a lot of fun so d- || (.G) der (. Jung(3) ▼▼(D) and then (2) ▲ehm (2.5) ▼▼▼▼proud (1) ▲finds it a lot of (1.5) mjaf finds it all a lot of fun (.∥ think, the boy (.G) findex (2) ▼▼findet (.D) without s (2.5) ▲ehm (3) ▼▼(G) es sehr (2) ▼▼toll

The process by which Sarah arrives at the German equivalent of the Dutch word ‘lopen’ [Eng: to walk] is mediated by her awareness that she had previously learned the German word for ‘wandel-ten’ [Eng: to go for a walk/wander]. Sarah, thus, directs her story towards previously learned German vocabulary and matches her text to her abilities in German. Frances, on the other hand, accessed a more general, cross-linguistic knowledge of lexical form to ‘create’ the word to express the meaning embedded in the picture. Keen to use the word ‘trots’ [Eng: proud] to describe the emotions of one of the characters, Frances realises she does not know the word in German. She first tries an alternative, but as she already used this alternative (i.e. ‘finds it a lot of fun’) before, she returns to her original idea and tries to derive the German firstly through English (i.e. proud) and secondly by foreignising the Dutch ‘trots’ (i.e. giving it more German features). Figure 2, which presents the form-related LRAs that the pupils engaged in during the processing of NVA, confirms that this process of lexical creation was particularly characteristic of BS pupils’ processing of German. This is visible in the difference in the pupils’ understanding of affixing (Figure 2 (a)), as simultaneously reflecting an understanding of word type (nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs) (Figure 2 (d)). The latter pertains to the pupils’ understanding of how words can be derived and built from other word types (i.e. nouns from verbs; adjectives from nouns; adverbs from adjectives) through the use of affixes.

However, the analysis of the form-related lexical activities also highlighted a difference in the role of phonology within the processing of lexical items (Figure 2 (f)). This refers to the retrieval of lexical items through the use of different sounds (i.e. approximation) and reveals a feeling-of-knowing and tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) state. Interestingly, although phonological processes were also observed in
Figure 1. Average number of SCLFs (grouped metacognitive/cognitive/ambiguous) per lexis (nouns/verbs/adjectives) activity per school type (BS/non-BS). Error bars show ±95 confidence intervals.
Sarah’s (non-BS) think-aloud protocol, these processes occurred within the German language only. Those of the BS pupils, on the other hand, were frequently observed to span across languages, as is visible in the following two extracts from Bastian’s think-aloud protocol:

**Extract 3**

\[\text{\textbf{Affixing}}\]

\[\text{\textbf{Compounding}}\]

\[\text{\textbf{Written Form}}\]

\[\text{\textbf{Word Type (NAVA)}}\]

\[\text{\textbf{Capitalisation}}\]

\[\text{\textbf{Phonological}}\]

**Figure 2.** Understanding of lexis (NVA) form per pupil (grouped BS/non-BS). The percentages on the Y-axis reveal the total processes as a fraction of the total number of form-related activities pertaining to lexis (nouns/verbs/adjectives).
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Extract 3 reveals how Bastian gains access to the German word ‘fröhlich’ [Eng: happy] through approximation involving both Dutch and German sounds, as well as his understanding of word type and affixing (i.e. fröhlich [Eng: happy] from ‘freohen’ (sic: freuen) [Eng: to gladden, make glad]).

Extract 4 reveals the cross-linguistic retrieval of a preposition that is affected by Bastian’s English, with the German ‘bei’ being a translation of the English ‘by’ [Dutch: door]. In monitoring this interference, Bastian works from Dutch at a phonological level, with ‘door’ and ‘zür’ being similar in sound. The correct preposition is ‘durch’, which interestingly is also similar in sound to ‘zür’. The higher level of TOT states in the BS group, and cross-linguistic TOT states in particular, reveals an important difference in lexical access: while the within-language search for words by the non-BS pupils reflects the accessing of their German lexicon as developed within foreign language learning processes, the across-language retrieval of German lexical items by the BS pupils reflects the accessing of a bi- or multilingual lexicon.
Thus, the higher levels of metacognitive speech functions in the lexicon-related activities of the BS pupils were found to stem from the specific interaction between the BS pupils’ stronger focus on the meaning they wanted to convey than on conveying meaning in German, and the functioning of the bilingual mental lexicon. This resulted in the monitoring of language more synchronous with cognitive processing and at a level closer to the instantiation of language (i.e. more ‘online’). And, although some of the revisions revealed the BS-pupils’ ability to play with word form based on cross-linguistic metalinguistic knowledge, the difference in the BS and non-BS pupils’ approach to task makes it difficult to identify an advantage in this area. Moreover, although the lexicon-related activities of the BS pupils exhibited high levels of metacognitive control, the analysis found that many of the evaluations and revisions may not have required knowledge about language, thereby questioning the metalinguistic nature of these activities.

### Grammar

The analysis of the grammar-related activities (i.e. declension and conjugation) highlighted that although there was little difference between the BS and non-BS pupils in the amount of focus on grammar, they differed in the extent to which the pupils had access to, or accessed, the metalinguistic knowledge needed to complete the declension and conjugation processes. This access was lower in the BS group, and was affected by differences in the pupils’ apparent ‘willingness’ to engage with grammar.

Figure 3 reveals that the conjugation process was characterised by a difference between the BS and non-BS pupils that was similarly observed in relation to lexicon, namely high levels of evaluating and revising in the BS group (Figure 3 (a2)). Higher levels of phonological processes were also found in the BS pupils’ conjugation activities, with the following extracts from Esther (non-BS) and Frances (BS) highlighting these differences particularly well:

**Extract 5 Esther (non-BS)**

(D) Wants Father (1) ▾(G) wo- wi- (.) ▲(D) eh to want,▼is, let’s think (.) also just || if it is also just ‘to want’

**Extract 6 Frances (BS)**

(D) wants the father ↑ (2) ▾(G) ich will ich wollte, ich will (2) ▲wollte (3) (D) ehm

These extracts show how Esther (non-BS) processed the modal verb ‘to want’ through explicitly taught rule-application, initiated by the phrase ‘let’s think’, while Frances (BS) engaged with it phonologically, using trial-and-error and approximation. This, again, reveals a stronger online monitoring for the BS pupils, in which a greater reliance on procedural skills could be observed, and in which the monitoring of language use occurred at a lower level of abstraction (i.e. in a more intuitive, tacit manner).

The analysis of the declension-related activities revealed the BS pupils’ greater reliance on language intuitions to be intertwined with motivational issues. A comparison of the following extracts from Sarah (non-BS) and Brigitte (BS) highlights this well:

**Extract 7 Sarah (non-BS)**

(G) von zu aus || (D) accusative case it is then, (G) mit nach gegen ohne um↑ (D) Um is accusative case↑ ▲(G) Um (.) der Fisch (D) der accusative case, is ▾-ts see (1) (G) der dem den ▾▼der dem der ▲(D) der I think, um der (1) Fisch (2)

**Extract 8 Brigitte (BS)**

(G) sie haben eine (.) (D) a (U) Visch (G) gefangen. (1) Sie haben ▾ein Fisch gefangen. (2) Ein Fisch, ein Fisch, (D) is that it ↑ ▲ (D) Has it got a gender, "I seriously have no idea"

Sarah’s extract, as representative of the non-BS group, reflects willingness to access and use the metalinguage and grammatical rules developed in German class. The extracts of Brigitte, in contrast, reveal an awareness of case and gender, yet also frustration and lack of motivation in engaging
with declension. Bastian’s retrospective interview revealed how the origins of this interplay between motivation and procedural skills may lie in the BS pupils’ previous language learning experiences: ‘(D) in general within the whole text, I was not really focusing on that, on the ehh cases’, for which he gave the following explanation:

Figure 3. Average number of SCLFs (grouped metacognitive/cognitive/ambiguous) per grammar (declension/conjugation) activity per school type (BS/non-BS). Error bars show ±95 confidence intervals.
B: (D) Hmm (.) well, yes, that I that a littl–|| that I am perhaps, in some way, a little too lazy for it ☺ or something☺
R: (D) ☺Ok☺
B: that I just do not really feel like doing all of that and then||
R: yes☺
B: then, for example, in Dutch you do not have to think about it or something, or with it, in, in, in English also not, I think. So then you just write everything down and then all of a sudden you have to do *eh, der, der or der*, I don’t know

Although motivation plays a major role, it can be questioned whether Bastian genuinely considers himself to be ‘too lazy for it’, based on how he moderates this statement by adding ‘in some way’ and ‘☺ or something☺’. Secondly, the extract highlights clearly how Bastian’s second language learning process appears to affect the learning of German as a foreign language, relating to the fact that in English, like in Dutch, the BS pupils are able to express meaning without explicit focus on grammar or metalinguistic mediation.

The analysis of the grammar-related activities, thus, reveals that explicit grammar strategies featured less strongly within the BS pupils’ repertoire of foreign language use, and the motivation to re-engage with language in this explicit way was also lower. Moreover, it highlighted how monitoring of language can occur at different levels of awareness, with language intuitions and procedural skills playing a specific mediating role in L3 use. These language intuitions may not necessarily relate to declarative knowledge about language, but can find their basis in linguistic experience or, alternatively, within a ‘trace’ of metalinguistic knowledge (i.e. knowing that you know about a linguistic item) that is not fully available during L3 text production.

**Discourse**

Figure 4 reveals the differences between the BS and non-BS pupils’ discourse-related activities to consist of three components: (1) deeper understanding of the interaction between lexical choice and genre within the BS group (Figure 4 (1b)); (2) the influence of the BS pupils’ writing skills in English on how they created coherence in their German story through the specific use of adverbs (Figure 4 (2a)); and (3) that the non-BS pupils displayed a more ‘conventional’ and explicit understanding of genre as captured in ‘genre other’ (Figure 4 (1c)), this being reflected in statements like ‘Ehm (3.5) yes, then I sh’ld really try to think of a nice final sentence (3.5)’ (Sarah, non-BS).

Frances’s (BS) activity in which she tried to retrieve the German word for ‘proud’ (see extract 2) provides an example of the LRAs in which the BS pupils expressed their understanding of the relationship between lexical choice and genre. Frances’s disappointment with having to use the phrase ‘findet es toll’, which she had already used before, rather than the actual word ‘proud’ is visible in this extract. Her verbalisations reflect an awareness that the repeated use of the same word will affect the depth of their story (genre). Although the non-BS pupils also struggled to find words, these instances were less frequent, and the pupils appeared to accept them as a normal part of writing in a foreign language of limited proficiency. Moreover, they were content to use the same word repeatedly.

The BS pupils’ use of adverbs to create coherence within the text was found to stem from their advanced English writing skills. This becomes apparent through a qualitative analysis of the extracts presented in Table 2. Firstly, a comparison of the think-aloud protocol data with what the pupils actually wrote down (i.e. written text) reveals a sharper contrast between the planning and the final text in the non-BS group, with Bastian’s extract in particular revealing an ambitious approach in which the coherence of the story takes precedence over the correctness of the German used. Secondly, as a comma is not used after introductory words in Dutch or German, Brigitte’s use of a comma after ‘jetzt’ reveals English to be present within the BS pupils’ story writing skills, while the extract simultaneously reveals this way of constructing sentences to be procedural in nature.
Figure 4. Understanding of discourse per pupil (grouped BS/non-BS) per TF. The percentages on the Y-axis reveal the total activities as a fraction of the total number of coded activities within discourse (genre/coherence) and discourse genre (awareness of characters/lexicon/other) and discourse coherence (adverbs/conjunctions/lexicon/etc.), respectively.
The more ambitious approach and the influence of English within the BS pupils’ discourse-related activities provide evidence for the transfer of writing skills from one language classroom to another. Although these writing skills reflect awareness of how to use language to communicate and write effectively, this awareness was strongly embedded in procedural knowledge (of English). Moreover, they were applied with little concern for, or reflection on the correctness of these items in German.

Discussion

The findings provide evidence of an increase in cross-linguistic interactions and a more online and ambitious approach to the task for the BS pupils, revealing effects for both L2 proficiency and L2 pedagogy. However, the data did not provide clear-cut evidence of metalinguistic advantages for the BS pupils, as so often reported in the bilingualism literature. Instead, the study found, on the one hand, that the non-BS pupils displayed stronger skills associated with the application of metalinguistic information, as evident in a more offline processing of the L3, which provided them with an advantage in relation to the accurate production of German. On the other hand, the data saw significantly more metacognitive activity in the BS group. The study therefore raises questions about the nature and definition of metalinguistic skills, identifying several areas of tension within the concept, while also revealing its limitations for our understanding of L3 learning in bilingual education settings.

Metalinguistic skills and multilingual cognition

An important tension observed was that the high levels of monitoring and control in the BS pupils’ processing of German (as evidenced by the levels of metacognitive language functions) did not always involve metalinguistic knowledge. Many of the metacognitive lexicon-related activities, for example, concerned TOT states. The higher level of TOTs within the BS group, and cross-linguistic TOTs in particular, confirms a pattern found in previous studies comparing TOT rates in monolingual and bilingual speakers (e.g. Gollan and Silverberg 2001), and reflects greater complexity in lexical access as characteristic of the bi/multilingual mental lexicon (De Bot 2004). Yet, whereas the metacognitive status of TOTs cannot be disputed given the high levels of monitoring, control, and feeling-of-knowing (Efklides 2008), their metalinguistic status can be questioned. In particular, TOTs reflect a strong ‘knowing that we know’ without being able to reason our way into accessing that knowledge (De Bot 1996). Moreover, TOTs highlight that not all revisions are ‘corrections of specific errors, but simply retries of the same utterance’ (542). This means that the difference in the metacognitive SCLFs as pertaining to the pupils’ lexicon-related activities can be taken to reflect greater metacognitive activity, but not necessarily greater metalinguistic skills.
Although this highlights some of the methodological difficulties and limitations in using speech function analysis to infer metalinguistic processes, it also provides further insight into how metalinguistic skills relate to metacognition, revealing the mapping of metalinguistic phenomena onto cognitive processes to be more complex than Bialystok’s Analysis and Control framework seems to imply. In particular, the findings highlight that greater attention on language associated with the control and inhibition of linguistic information, while perhaps leading to greater language awareness as ‘noticing’, does not necessarily translate to greater language awareness as ‘understanding’ (Schmidt 1994). The data thus question, as Jessner (2006) did, whether ‘the use of metalanguage [is] an indicator of a higher level of attention and awareness’ (118). What is more, attention on language resulting from cognitive control does not necessarily require awareness to operate (Tomlin and Villa 1994), with routines involving controlled processing being established on information that ‘may just as well be implicit as explicit (or, indeed, a mixture of implicit and explicit information)’ (Hulstijn 1990, 34). This means that cognitive control, although key to understanding language processing (and multilingual language processing in particular), lacks explanatory power for understanding metalinguistic awareness, with the metalinguistic nature of linguistic behaviour being determined more strongly by the level of analysis (Bialystok 2001) or abstraction (Halliday 1993) that is represented in knowledge. More precisely, it means that metacognition of language needs to be understood as a wider concept than metalinguistic skills (Karmiloff-Smith 1986), the latter being a specific but not the only language behaviour associated with cognitive control.

As such, Bialystok’s Analysis and Control framework can perhaps be criticised for blurring the differentiated effects that cognitive control can have during language processing and on further language learning, it being implied in ‘attention’ on language (Tomlin and Villa 1994), ‘noticing’ of language (Schmidt 1994) and ‘understanding of language’ (Jessner 2005) as leading to both explicit and implicit learning, often simultaneously (Ellis 2005). Interestingly, although studies have highlighted the relationship between cognitive control and a range of abilities in younger children (e.g. Blair and Peters 2007), exactly how an advanced cognitive control may benefit further language learning, particularly in older learners, is a question that still remains to be answered. The current study emphasises the mediation that the attention on language associated with cross-linguistic interactions could be playing in the BS pupils’ L3 learning processes, both explicitly through metalinguistic development (e.g. Maillat and Serra 2009) and implicitly. Importantly, the increase in cross-linguistic interactions reveals that the BS pupils may have a disadvantage in relation to lexical retrieval and fluency in L3 use, yet a potential advantage in relation to cognitive control or the development thereof through the monitoring and frequent switching of language. This is in line with current research on bilinguals (e.g. Bialystok 2009) and indicates that, as L3 learners, the BS pupils need to be considered more similar to ‘active bilinguals’ than to ‘foreign language users’ (Cenoz 2013), an important theoretical recognition (Grosjean 1985; Herdina and Jessner 2002) that has practical implications for L3 pedagogy in bilingual education settings. Whether this necessarily needs to be interpreted in terms of a metalinguistic advantage in L3 learning is, however, questionable.

**Metalinguistic skills, language awareness and L3 learning**

Another important finding was that the pupils’ LRAs were affected by their respective L2 writing experiences: The BS pupils transferred their more advanced L2 writing skills and strategies to the L3 task, while the non-BS pupils approached the task like novice L2 writers. For the BS pupils, this meant a greater reliance on procedural language skills as embedded in their knowledge of English, while other activities – those pertaining to lexicon and conjugation in particular – consisted of updating and monitoring information in working memory in a highly intuitive manner, reflecting the process of ‘experience-based’ rather than ‘information-based monitoring’ (Koriat and Levy-Sadot 1999). Conversely, the activities of non-BS pupils saw a stronger conscious application of previously learned vocabulary and metalinguistic rules, coinciding with more explicit metalinguistic expressions and comments. Thus, while the BS pupils’ activities more strongly reflected a ‘functional awareness of
the rules and organization of language’ (Gombert 1992, 12), those of the non-BS pupils seemed to reflect a greater ‘capacity to look at language from the outside’ (Camps and Millian 2000, 1).

This confirms the tension between explicit metalinguistic skills and understanding of language as a wider and more tacit phenomenon (Van Lier 1998; Jessner 2006). More precisely, it confirms the notion that there exist ‘high’ and ‘low’ forms of knowing about language (Roehr 2006, 2008), as relating to stronger offline and online monitoring of language, respectively (Efklides 2008), as well as to the distinction between awareness as ‘noticing’ and as ‘understanding’ (Schmidt 1994) already highlighted in relation to the differentiated effects of cognitive control. The study thus re-emphasises the importance of thinking about awareness in terms of gradations or levels (Gombert 1992; Schmidt 1994; Norman et al. 2007), with the real story in terms of differences between the two groups of pupils lying in understanding how various forms of language awareness mediate L3 use and learning. The study therefore foregrounds the concepts of language awareness (Van Lier 1998) and linguistic awareness (Jessner 2006) as ecologically more valid concepts for understanding multilingual processing and L3 learning, while emphasising that these levels of awareness need to be understood in terms of the level of ‘representational explication’ (Karmiloff-Smith 1986, 95), analysis (Bialystok 2001) or abstraction (Halliday 1993), and not necessarily in terms of strength or intensity.

Finally, the study also revealed a distinction between different levels of awareness to be relevant to understanding L3 learning in CLIL contexts, thereby stressing the importance of a clear definition of metalinguistic skills to be able to effectively describe L3 learning. More specifically, if metalinguistic skills are understood to refer to the full range of ways in which people can understand, represent and manipulate language, the answer to the question posed in the title would invariably be ‘it depends’. This would mean that the concept of metalinguistic skills loses its value for helping us understand how different types of language learners (including ‘active bilinguals’ and ‘foreign language users’) differ from each other, or for identifying how the skills of different types of L3 learners relate to L3 learning advantages. The study, therefore, calls for metalinguistic skills to be understood in the more restricted sense of ‘explicit knowledge of linguistic structure’ (Bialystok and Barac 2013, 193), this being a particular form of language awareness that emerges from the holistic functioning of the mind in language processing, and that mediates language use and learning (Van Lier 1998). This definition is adopted, however, while acknowledging several caveats and limitations.

Firstly, whether this explicit knowledge about language necessarily needs to be ‘correct’ from the perspective of the language textbook (Roehr 2008), and what counts as meaningful metalinguage for language learning in multilingual classrooms, are important questions for L3 pedagogy research to answer. Secondly, what can be taken as evidence of metalinguistic skills constitutes a significant methodological challenge in L2/L3 research, as the authors acknowledge that identifying the metalinguistic nature of the learner’s L2/L3 skills may never be entirely possible, at least not when captured solely through observable behaviour. It can be questioned, for example, whether what was observed in the BS pupils’ think-aloud protocols reflected a change in the external characteristics of metalinguistic skills, with ‘metalinguistic knowledge [being] as open to automatisation as any other domain of knowledge’ (Sharwood Smith 2004, 276), or whether their skills reflected largely unanalysed knowledge (Bialystok 2001) that ‘exists only to the extent that it is part of familiar routines or procedures’ (Jessner 2008b, 360). The fact that the retrospective interviews were able to confirm the BS pupils’ inability to explain many aspects of their writing, and in particular their inability to spot their transfer of English features to the German text, perhaps provides evidence in favour of the latter hypothesis. Current methodological limitations, thus, add to the complexity involved in identifying whether the BS pupils may have a metalinguistic advantage over the non-BS pupils.

Lastly, the study highlighted the limitations of the concept of metalinguistic skills for understanding multilingual language learning in bilingual education settings. The findings suggest that the non-BS pupils exhibited stronger metalinguistic skills, while changes in the BS pupils’ L3 learning were found to be more strongly associated with a functional linguistic awareness than with the use or emergence of metalinguistic knowledge. This seems to be in line with Renou (2001), who found
that metalinguistic knowledge correlated positively with L2 proficiency for adult L2 learners exposed to grammar instruction, but that, despite no significant differences in L2 proficiency, no evidence of such a correlation was found for learners who had been exposed to communicative language teaching. The findings thus suggest that the BS pupils may be ‘good language learners’ as a consequence of being ‘experienced language learners’ (Kemp 2007) rather than as a consequence of the diligent learning of metalinguistic rules and strategies. Being an ‘experienced language learner’, in this case, encapsulates skills ‘develop[ed] on account of the demands of processing multiple languages required in their environment’ (243) and on account of the highly situated reflection on language associated with CLIL instruction, the combination of which seeming to have resulted in more tacit skills as relating to the monitoring of language closer to the instantiation of language itself. Further research exploring how skills at different levels of language awareness impact on additional language learning is, however, required to determine whether this could provide the BS pupils with L3 learning advantages over the non-BS pupils.

**Metalinguistic skills and language learning attitudes**

The findings also revealed that differences in metalinguistic skills between the two groups of pupils were affected by changes in the BS pupils’ attitude towards language learning, resulting in a more online, ‘give-it-a-go’ strategy being adopted to complete the task. It is in relation to attitudinal changes that the effects of CLIL could most strongly be observed. In particular, the data provided evidence of a stronger disengagement with grammatical form at the metalinguistic level. The data also suggest that the origins of this disengagement lie in a complex interplay between multilingual proficiency and motivation as relating to the BS pupils’ language learning experiences within the bilingual programme, where an explicit focus on grammar features less prominently in the L2 instruction and in pupils’ L2 production strategies. A potential disadvantage for the BS pupils relating to the learning of German grammar should, thus, be acknowledged too: skills at higher levels of abstraction can be of substantial benefit to the use and learning of German, as German is an inflectional language with both gender and case markings.

At the same time, the BS pupils were found to be more preoccupied with communicating the meaning embedded in the pictures than with writing a story in German per se. This was evidenced by the BS pupils more ambitious sentence constructions, their stronger tendency to create words rather than to simplify the message, as well as their feelings of frustration when at times they had to do so. Moreover, the findings revealed that the BS pupils’ were more willing to risk communication in spite of being unsure whether the item was grammatically incorrect. In line with current research on CLIL, the study thus found evidence of a greater risk-taking attitude (Dalton-Puffer 2008) in the BS group, reflecting more positive attitudes and beliefs (Lasagabaster and Sierra 2009) when using and learning a foreign language. Given the negative impact of foreign language anxiety on the language learning process (Matsuda and Gobel 2004), this risk-taking attitude may provide the BS pupils with an advantage in L3 learning as relating to greater flexibility and willingness to try alternative strategies.

**Conclusion**

Although the number of participants involved in the study was low, the multileveled analysis was able to reveal important differences in the L3 processing of the BS and non-BS pupils, some potentially leading to advantages in L3 learning for the BS pupils. However, the study raised questions about whether this advantage is metalinguistic in nature. On the one hand, this related to the conceptual complexity concerning how metalinguistic skills map onto language awareness, as well as methodological limitations associated with the measurement of metalinguistic levels of awareness. On the other hand, this related to the fact that, in terms of understanding the implications of bilingual education for L3 learning, the findings emphasise that metalinguistic skills are only one part of a
highly complex multilingual process, with the data highlighting the role that cross-linguistic interactions, prior linguistic knowledge and learner attitudes can play in L3 learning. Specifically, the study identified a need for clearer delineation of metalinguistic skills as separated from other domains for which advantages for bilinguals have been found. These include both cognitive control (Bialystok and Viswanathan 2009) and learner strategies (Kemp 2007) as part of a learner’s linguistic repertoire (Cenoz 2013). At the same time, the study highlights research into linguistic repertoires and the different roles of supporter languages in L3 learning as potentially more fruitful avenues for understanding L3 learning than research focused on metalinguistic skills only, with the findings revealing the BS pupils’ linguistic repertoire to be broader as a consequence of their enhanced L2 proficiency and more varied language learning experiences. Further research is, however, needed to separate the effects of proficiency and pedagogy, as well as the specific advantages and difficulties in L3 learning associated with these factors. In fact, replications of the study involving different types of bilinguals and L3 learners may provide insight into which elements of multilingual proficiency are shared and therefore reflect the specific functioning of the multilingual mind, and which ones are more strongly associated with the environment in which the language learning occurs. This would benefit our understanding of the influence that specific language pedagogies may have on further language learning, and allow for multilingual proficiency to be integrated in language classrooms.

Notes
2. Of the 130 schools offering bilingual education in the Netherlands, only two schools offer Dutch–German bilingual programmes. Source (last accessed 1 July 2015): http://www.europeesplatform.nl/scholen.
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